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autohrf

Description

A function that automatically finds the parameters of model's that best match the underlying data.

Usage

```r
autohrf(
  d, model_constraints, tr,
  roi_weights = NULL,
  allow_overlap = FALSE,
  population = 100,
  iter = 100,
  mutation_rate = 0.1,
  mutation_factor = 0.05,
  elitism = 0.1,
  hrf = "spm",
  t = 32,
  p_boynton = c(2.25, 1.25, 2),
  p_spm = c(6, 16, 1, 1, 6, 0),
  f = 100,
  cores = NULL,
  autohrf = NULL,
  verbose = TRUE
)
```

Arguments

d A dataframe with the signal data: roi, t and y. ROI is the name of the region, t is the timestamp and y the value of the signal.

model_constraints A list of model specifications to use for fitting. Each specification is represented as a data frame containing information about it (event, start_time, end_time, min_duration and max_duration).

tr MRI’s repetition time.

roi_weights A data frame with ROI weights: roi, weight. ROI is the name of the region, weight a number that defines the importance of that roi, the default weight for a ROI is 1. If set to 2 for a particular ROI that ROI will be twice as important.

allow_overlap Whether to allow overlap between events.

population The size of the population in the genetic algorithm.

iter Number of iterations in the genetic algorithm.
mutation_rate  The mutation rate in the genetic algorithm.
mutation_factor The mutation factor in the genetic algorithm.
elitism The degree of elitism (promote a percentage of the best solutions) in the genetic algorithm.
hrf Method to use for HRF generation.
t The t parameter for Boynton or SPM HRF generation.
p_boynton Parameters for the Boynton’s HRF.
p_spm Parameters for the SPM HRF.
f Upsampling factor.
cores Number of cores to use for parallel processing. Set to the number of provided model constraints by default.
autohrf Results of a previous autohrf run to continue.
verbose Whether to print progress of the fitting process.

Value
A list containing model fits for each of the provided model specifications.

Examples

# prepare model specs
model3 <- data.frame(
  event = c("encoding", "delay", "response"),
  start_time = c(0, 2.65, 12.5),
  end_time = c(3, 12.5, 16)
)

model4 <- data.frame(
  event = c("fixation", "target", "delay", "response"),
  start_time = c(0, 2.5, 2.65, 12.5),
  end_time = c(2.5, 3, 12.5, 15.5)
)

model_constraints <- list(model3, model4)

# run autohrf
df <- swm
autofit <- autohrf(df, model_constraints, tr = 2.5,
  population = 2, iter = 2, cores = 1)
autohrf-datasets

Datasets for autohrf examples Example datasets for use in autohrf examples and vignettes. The datasets were extracted from the internal Mind and Brain Lab's (MBLab, http://www.mlab.si repository. MBLab is a research lab at the Faculty of Arts, Department of Psychology, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Description

Datasets for autohrf examples Example datasets for use in autohrf examples and vignettes. The datasets were extracted from the internal Mind and Brain Lab's (MBLab, http://www.mlab.si repository. MBLab is a research lab at the Faculty of Arts, Department of Psychology, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Format

swm fMRI dataset for a spatial working memory experiment.
  Source: Internal MBLab repository.
  504 obs. of 3 variables
    • roi region of interest.
    • time time stamp.
    • y BOLD value.

swm Autofit Stored results from a complete autohrf run.
  Source: Internal MBLab repository.

Examples

# load swm data
data_swm <- swm

# load the previously completed autofit
autofit <- swm Autofit

convolve_events

Description

A helper function for convolving events of a model with a generated HRF signal.
Usage

```
convolve_events(
    model,
    tr,
    max_duration,
    hrf = "spm",
    t = 32,
    p_boynton = c(2.25, 1.25, 2),
    p_spm = c(6, 16, 1, 1, 6, 0),
    f = 100
)
```

Arguments

- **model**: A data frame containing information about the model to use and its events (event, start_time and duration).
- **tr**: MRI's repetition time.
- **max_duration**: Maximum duration of the signal.
- **hrf**: Method to use for HRF generation, can be "boynton" or "spm".
- **t**: The t parameter for Boynton or SPM HRF generation.
- **p_boynton**: Parameters for the Boynton's HRF.
- **p_spm**: Parameters for the SPM HRF.
- **f**: Upsampling factor.

Value

Returns a list with the convolved signal and time series.

---

**convolve_hrf**

Description

A helper function for convolving HRF with a signal.

Usage

```
convolve_hrf(y, hrf_s)
```

Arguments

- **y**: The signal.
- **hrf_s**: The HRF.

Value

Returns the convolution between HRF and the signal.
create_boynton_hrf

Description
A helper function for creating a Boynton HRF.

Usage
create_boynton_hrf(tr, t = 32, p = c(2.25, 1.25, 2))

Arguments
- tr: MRI's repetition time.
- t: The t parameter for Boynton or SPM HRF generation.
- p: Parameters for the Boynton's HRF.

Value
Returns a Boynton HRF function.

create_child

Description
A helper function for creating a child from parents.

Usage
create_child(
    start_time,
    end_time,
    n_events,
    mutation_rate,
    mutation_factor,
    current_model,
    p1,
    p2,
    allow_overlap
)
create_first_generation

Arguments

- `start_time`: A list with model’s event start times.
- `end_time`: A list with model’s event end times.
- `n_events`: Number of events in the model.
- `mutation_rate`: The mutation rate in the genetic algorithm.
- `mutation_factor`: The mutation factor in the genetic algorithm.
- `current_model`: The constraints of the current model.
- `p1`: The first selected parent.
- `p2`: The second selected parent.
- `allow_overlap`: Whether to allow overlap between events.

Value

A child model created from two parents.

Description

A helper function for creating the first generation.

Usage

```
create_first_generation(current_model, n_events, population, allow_overlap)
```
create_new_generation

Description

A helper function for creating a new generation of possible solutions.

Usage

create_new_generation(
elitism,
population,
start_time,
end_time,
fitness,
n_events,
mutation_factor,
mutation_rate,
current_model,
allow_overlap
)

Arguments

elitism       The degree of elitism (promote a percentage of the best solutions) in the genetic algorithm.
population    The size of the population in the genetic algorithm.
start_time    A list with model’s event start times.
end_time      A list with model’s event end times.
fitness       A fitness score of all candidate models.
n_events      Number of events in the model.
mutation_factor The mutation factor in the genetic algorithm.
mutation_rate The mutation rate in the genetic algorithm.
current_model The constraints of the current model.
allow_overlap Whether to allow overlap between events.

Value

A new generation of candidate models.
**create_spm_hrf**

**Description**

A helper function for creating a SPM HRF.

**Usage**

```r
create_spm_hrf(tr, t = 32, p = c(6, 16, 1, 1, 6, 0))
```

**Arguments**

- `tr`: MRI's repetition time.
- `t`: The t parameter for Boynton or SPM HRF generation.
- `p`: Parameters for the SPM HRF.

**Value**

Returns a SPM HRF function.

---

**downsample**

**Description**

A helper function for downsampling a given signal.

**Usage**

```r
downsample(y, f = 100)
```

**Arguments**

- `y`: The signal.
- `f`: Upsampling factor.

**Value**

Returns the downsampled signal.
evaluate_model

Description

A function for evaluating the model against the data.

Usage

```r
evaluate_model(
  d,
  model,
  tr,
  roi_weights = NULL,
  hrf = "spm",
  t = 32,
  p_boynton = c(2.25, 1.25, 2),
  p_spm = c(6, 16, 1, 1, 6, 0),
  f = 100,
  verbose = TRUE
)
```

Arguments

- `d`: A dataframe with the signal data: roi, t and y. ROI is the name of the region, t is the timestamp and y the value of the signal.
- `model`: A data frame containing information about the model to use and its events (event, start_time and duration).
- `tr`: MRI's repetition time.
- `roi_weights`: A data frame with ROI weights: roi, weight. ROI is the name of the region, weight a number that defines the importance of that roi, the default weight for a ROI is 1. If set to 2 for a particular ROI that ROI will be twice as important.
- `hrf`: Method to use for HRF generation, can be "boynton" or "spm".
- `t`: The t parameter for Boynton or SPM HRF generation.
- `p_boynton`: Parameters for the Boynton's HRF.
- `p_spm`: Parameters for the SPM HRF.
- `f`: Upsampling factor.
- `verbose`: Whether to print a report of the evaluation results.

Value

Returns a list that contains the model, fits of events for each ROI, convolved events, TR and R2 score for each ROI.
Examples

# create the model
m <- data.frame(event = c("encoding", "delay", "response"),
start_time = c(0, 2.5, 12.5), duration = c(2.5, 10, 5))

# evaluate
df <- swm
res <- evaluate_model(df, m, tr = 2.5)

Description

A helper function for fitting a model to constraints.

Usage

```
fit_to_constraints(model_id, d, model_constraints, tr, roi_weights, allow_overlap, population, iter, mutation_rate, mutation_factor, elitism, hrf, t, p_boynton, p_spm, f, autohrf = NULL, verbose = TRUE)
```

Arguments

- `model_id` ID of the model.
- `d` A dataframe with the signal data: roi, t and y. ROI is the name of the region, t is the timestamp and y the value of the signal.
**Description**

Returns and prints the best fitted model for each of the specs used in autohrf.

**Usage**

```r
get_best_models(autofit, return_fitness = FALSE, verbose = TRUE)
```

**Arguments**

- `autofit`: Output of the autohrf function.
- `return_fitness`: Whether to return models or fitness.
- `verbose`: Whether to print information or only return the result.
get_parents

Value

Returns a list containing the best models for each of the provided constraints.

Examples

# prepare model specs
model3 <- data.frame(
    event = c("encoding", "delay", "response"),
    start_time = c(0, 2.65, 12.5),
    end_time = c(3, 12.5, 16)
)

model4 <- data.frame(
    event = c("fixation", "target", "delay", "response"),
    start_time = c(0, 2.5, 2.65, 12.5),
    end_time = c(2.5, 3, 12.5, 15.5)
)

model_constraints <- list(model3, model4)

# run autohrf
df <- swm
autofit <- autohrf(df, model_constraints, tr = 2.5,
    population = 2, iter = 2, cores = 1)

# print best models
get_best_models(autofit)

get_parents

Description

A helper function for getting parents for the child model.

Usage

get_parents(fitness)

Arguments

fitness A fitness score of all candidate models.

Value

Parents for the child model.
Description

Plots the best fitted model for each of the specs in autohrf.

Usage

plot_best_models(autofit, ncol = NULL, nrow = NULL)

Arguments

autofit Output of the autohrf function.
ncol Number of columns in the plot.
nrow Number of rows in the plot.

Value

Plots the grid containing a visualization of the best models for each of the provided constraints.

Examples

```r
# prepare model specs
model3 <- data.frame(
  event = c("encoding", "delay", "response"),
  start_time = c(0, 2.65, 12.5),
  end_time = c(3, 12.5, 16)
)

model4 <- data.frame(
  event = c("fixation", "target", "delay", "response"),
  start_time = c(0, 2.5, 2.65, 12.5),
  end_time = c(2.5, 3, 12.5, 15.5)
)

model_constraints <- list(model3, model4)

# run autohrf
df <- swm
autofit <- autohrf(df, model_constraints, tr = 2.5,
  population = 2, iter = 2, cores = 1)

# plot best models
plot_best_models(autofit)
```
plot_events

Description
A helper function for plotting events of a fitted model.

Usage
plot_events(af, i = NULL)

Arguments
af The output from the autohrf function.
i Model index.

Value
Returns a plot of the events.

plot_fitness

Description
Plots how fitness changed through iterations of autohrf. Use this to investigate whether your solution converged.

Usage
plot_fitness(autofit)

Arguments
autofit Output of the autohrf function.

Value
A ggplot visualization of fitness through time.
Examples

# prepare model specs
model3 <- data.frame(
  event = c("encoding", "delay", "response"),
  start_time = c(0, 2.65, 12.5),
  end_time = c(3, 12.5, 16)
)
model4 <- data.frame(
  event = c("fixation", "target", "delay", "response"),
  start_time = c(0, 2.5, 2.65, 12.5),
  end_time = c(2.5, 3, 12.5, 15.5)
)
model_constraints <- list(model3, model4)

# run autohrf
df <- swm
autofit <- autohrf(df, model_constraints, tr = 2.5,
  population = 2, iter = 2, cores = 1)

# plot fitness
plot_fitness(autofit)

plot_model

Description

Plots a manually constructed model.

Usage

plot_model(
  model_evaluation,
  by_roi = FALSE,
  ncol = NULL,
  nrow = NULL,
  scales = "free_y",
  rois = NULL
)

Arguments

model_evaluation
  The output from the evaluate_model function.

by_roi
  Whether to plot the fit for each ROI independently.
Description
A helper function for evaluating a model.

Usage
run_model(d, ce, model, roi_weights = NULL)

Arguments
d A dataframe with the signal data: roi, t and y. ROI is the name of the region, t is the timestamp and y the value of the signal.

ce Result of the convolve_events function.

model A data frame containing information about the model to use and its events (event, start_time and duration).

roi_weights A data frame with ROI weights: roi, weight. ROI is the name of the region, weight a number that defines the importance of that roi, the default weight for a ROI is 1. If set to 2 for a particular ROI that ROI will be twice as important.

Value
Returns the model’s evaluation.
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